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marianne it is interesting to note that in the past black was considered a beast of burden and was sold as a beast to the highest bidder, picked up and carried around. in south africa in the late 1800s to mid 1900s black was considered a dog and this is reflected in common
english/afrikaans expression with the term "boy" being used to describe black. black/boy you must be joking!" the same applies to the word negro/nigga. yes can you believe that! i am referring to the afrikaans word 'nigga' which means a rat or a devil and a south african term for a black
person 'n' dust-a spirit. to the whites (afrikaner) it's an insult. this is how whites have historically considered blacks. look at the old movies about the usa the black 'n' whites, this is the same old mentality. let's make the change. we know that africans have "intellectual" minds,
"intelligent" minds, live in the world of thought and ideas and make the world as we see it today. all the monkey &elephant songs have some truth in them, they love to play & sing but they are expressing africans' feelings for the world. thanks for your comment.i have included all the
synchronicities in "jewels of the afrikaans folklore" i have related to my adventure story.the minute i posted that comment in my blog i had an email from an afrikaans lady saying that these coincidences are in a book published by dr.verwoerd, her ancestors had the same books as the
languages that i've mentioned. my blog is called "free downloads from my afrikaans books" and am looking forward to a hit from google as it goes into the main search engine. i pray that so many people are being affected by synchronicities that they will start to leave their own stories.
women and men, in your various locations, telling your stories about how god is active in your life, is so powerful as they speak to god's precious children.
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i agree! that it is sad that we have too many narrow minded people in the world. think on this for a moment & ask yourself what you would do if you had the power to create a society where everyone lived in peace and harmony. how would you go about it? think of all the pain and tears
caused by people who want to believe in their own narrowness and ignorance. have you ever met one of these narrow minded people, i have, and they are all over this world. they don't know how to build bridges, or how to help people. many of them don't even know or cannot fathom
that other races or groups or beliefs exist. they may pray, but then fall asleep at the wheel of their lives. we need to stand together and pray for forgiveness for us and our brothers and sisters (our nation). we need to get back to our roots and start living like the old days.not material

things but the christian caring way of live. when we lend a hand to our neighbours at no cost,, when we fed the widow and her kids without boasting. when we really helped one another and gave freely. we have a long way to go but i do believe our salvation is nearer than what we think. i
do believe that the tide will turn, if not with this may elections then the next. but this situation will end or have ended by 2024. i suggest for you to try to find god's word from the start&(genesis) and read the story of adam and eve. try to find where god says he was white, and some

other races black&brown. you will discover that god created man in his own image. that is what "image of god" means. he's not a white man, but he is a man who was created in god's image. so let me ask you, by reading, have you ever discovered your true identity.& never once have
you seen that you are really a woman. have you ever realized you are not a black black, or a white woman, but a woman.& then of course you are but a child of god. when you walk in this understanding, you will not be dominated by man or by any other race. all men&women are children

of god. 5ec8ef588b
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